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SmartEducationLabs
Imagine the future, we can build it together

Smart Education Labs.
Imagine the future, we can build it together!!!
Education is one of the most powerful ways to break the cycle of poverty, so it’s encouraging that
more children around the world than ever are finishing primary school. However, fewer complete
secondary school, and an estimated 250 million children cannot read or write although many have
been to school. It’s clear many countries have some catching up to do to be able to prepare the
next generation for a more technologically advanced future. Investments in education are going to
be critical. We’re working on a major report that will lend some insight into how to improve
education systems to ensure children learn.
Jim Kim.
President at The World Bank .

If we wish to prepare a generation of citizens,
entrepreneurs and leaders for the 21th.
Century, who can face real problems, we
must give them tools and methodologies for
real problems to solve
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Smart Education Labs.
Re-Imagine Digital Education
Education is a fundamental right for every citizen in the world and key to the future of any country
development. Education has its price everywhere—but the only thing more expensive than
investing in education is not investing in education. Bad practices produces high costs for society
in terms of public spending, crime, health, and economic growth. No country can afford to leave
too many of its children behind and not to help them achieve the competencies needed for a selffulfilled life in economic independence
• Not enough children stay in school. Progress is being made, however slowly. Globally, primary
school enrollment has increased from 84% in 1999 to 91% in 2010. However, secondary school
attendance remains low. Low rates are due to limited space, low value on education, and the
high costs of secondary school.
• Millions of children who are in school are not learning. National education systems are
overwhelmed in the race towards universal access to education. Classrooms are too full and
educators are ill-equipped, poorly paid, and inadequately supported. Scores show that most
students are not gaining the minimum literacy and numeracy skills during primary school,
causing parents to question the value of their children continuing to attend.
• Quality education drives economic and social change. Education has significant social and
economic returns. But simply the number of years in school is not enough. It is the acquisition
of knowledge and skills (cognitive and behavioral) achieved through quality education, rather
than schooling alone that promotes employ-ability, productivity and growth.
• Global dropout rates are high, especially for girls. Around the world, more than 75% of girls
currently out of school are expected never to enroll again. For those of us committed to
addressing global poverty, improving education for girls may be the closest thing to eliminating
the root cause.
• Increase Potential Lifetime Earnings. In the developing world, 42% of girls are not enrolled in
school and more than 50 million girls live in poverty. This doesn't have to be the case. Research
shows that education is powerful mechanism to increase future earning potential. An extra year
of primary school boosts girls’ eventual wages by 10-20%, while an extra year of secondary
school boosts wages 15 to 25%.
• A new change paradigm. Closing the gender gap to educate more girls around the world is
proven to have a ripple effect throughout society. An educated girl will invest 90% of her future
income in her family, compared to only 35% for a boy. This means that increasing the number
of women with secondary education by just 1% can increase annual per capita economic growth
by 0.3%.
Solution:
Use technological innovations to individualize
public education cost-effectively.
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Smart Education Labs.
Imagine the future, we can build it together!!!
ONE holds out the prospect of the "new smart education revolution", offering “innovative
consultative services and advanced integrated solutions” in the field of "Smart Education",
providing leading technology and real added value in an environment of excellence.
Education is about to become more interactive, more fun, and more social. Specifically in the way
that “new advanced technologies and methodologies” will improve learning and teaching
processes. It is not only changing the environment around students, it also allows them to design
their own exciting learning ecosystem. Our strategy of the process as a whole, we provide value
from design and build to operate the complete Smart Digital Education portfolio.

In this innovative ecosystem, students will face with real-live problems with simulation-based
training, prefaced with advanced classroom methods on process fundamentals, the most efficient
and fastest way to educate students and prepare them for future citizens and leaders. The future
of “Advanced Reality” will probably have to deal with these technologies and others to come.

Networking, Co-Working, Social Learning in
the digital age is changing the traditional
business rules. Figuring how people like to be
connected and learning non-traditional
networking on social media to keep up has
become required back of life.
.
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Smart Education Labs & Social Learning
a global leader providing advanced eLearning solutions and
services for the most innovative organizations

“Educating the individual is the country’s
most valuable investment. It represents
the foundation for progress and
development“
Our team spent many years leading the development of the
knowledge society, with the Best-in-Class services and
solutions, designing, creating, editing and publishing
innovative products for the learning community. Our
strategy: provide value along the customer process as a
whole. ONE is now leading the Virtual & Augmented Reality
learning experiences with SmartEducationLabs.

“ ONE & Partners Network” contribute their joint expertise, which configures a broad knowledge
base summarizing the best market practices for the implementation of eLearning and Educational
solutions. This knowledge base is a key asset to be able to guarantee the successful
implementation of a leading, robust, scalable solution that is also sustainable in the long run.
Our added value proposition comprises a set of innovative technologies, methods, and knowledge
based on leading market standards and tools.
Both ONE and Partners advocate win-win services and solutions for the global market and share a
common vision that reinforces their partnership to pursue a leadership position in the Global
eLearning and Smart training market.
Advanced Reality, Immersive and Mixed Reality, Interactive Simulation… is the new and most
disruptive technology of today.
The need for less costly, efficient, safe, and environmentally friendly training solutions, drives the
demand for these training methodologies and advanced solutions in most competitive sectors and
industries.
www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
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Our methodology
is designed for success
More than two decades of experience in digital educational world, allows us
to have a innovative vision to anticipate our customers needs. We and our
partner´s network understand the sector, so we are able to provide
experience, knowledge and references along the whole value chain.
SmartEducationsLabs enables students to live and experiment amazing
experiences, interacting with all kind of items facing real-world problems in a
disruptive environment.
Students can tour museums, historical sites, art galleries and exhibitions,
virtual labs – or visit the Space in the International Space Station or the North
Pole for close encounters with wildlife.
Immersive learning experience
VR can overcome the kind of time and location barriers posed by busy
schedules in mainstream schools, thereby making impractical field trips
possible.
Visualizing complex and abstract learning concepts
complex graphics and arithmetic can be explained through virtual reality,
giving rise to clearer understanding among students. For example, items such
as DNA, anatomy, geography and ecosystems can be illustrated in threedimensional clarity.
Stimulating student creativity
Interactive learning generates an appetite for learning and creativity among
students, as well as enthusiasm for researching new technologies and other
topics.
Comprehensive one-stop virtual reality
eLearning teaching package

Consultancy
Smart Learning & Social Learning
Learning by doing
Actions Based Learning
Virtual Reality/Augmented Reality
Advanced Labs Simulators
Real time interaction
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Our methodology
is adapted to the learning Community
Methodology needs to be adapted to every single Educational Community. A
multicultural scenario needs a multi entry assessment that need to be modified to
meet specific learning goals:
• Identify learning targets: Introduce questions you want students to think about
during the experience. Identify a real live problem to resolve.
• Hands on, the Road Map: Let students explore the tools, scenarios and action's
best adapted to the initial situation. Helping them to the process of design and
storytelling. Selecting assets, resources and materials at their own pace, at school
or at home.
• Actions based learning: Develop higher level thinking skills by providing students
an opportunity to collaboratively develop solutions for issues they have identified
during the initial process. Design the whole process with design thinking tools
and selecting the tools to face to real problem solution to the initial real problem
to be resolved.
• Facing the problem, finding the solution: Let students to put in practice their
learning experiences, choosing their own paths and demonstrating their learning
by editing or creating a proposal for new virtual real-life materials that include
their own observations and solutions.
• Kpi´s and sustainable improving process: We must identify the key performance
indicators and evaluate every experience sharing with the other teams the
lessons learned and defining new improving methods for the new actions.
Learning by Doing. Along this continued learning process, learning by doing will help
the community to take their own actions adapted to their students skill´s. The
integration of educational VR experiences is aligned with defined learning goals, and
all this new experiences can efficiently support student’s development across
subject areas and grade levels. And not only students, but teachers and parents
too.
SmartEducationLabs it is only the beginning of this virtual adventure exploring
nature, science, technology and arts. But there will be many new experiences to
come, together with the integration of new emerging technologies and real-life
experiences to develop in a new disruptive scenario that has changed forever.
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Advanced Reality: Virtual Reality, Augmented
Reality & Mixed Reality in the Classroom
Virtual reality, augmented reality, mixed reality, haptic feedback; artificial
intelligence, robotics…the line between these and many other technological
realities is becoming blurred and they are beginning to be grouped under one
new disruptive educational ecosystem: Advanced Reality. But how can it be
understood by educational community and used effectively in the classroom?.

When I imagine the classroom of the future, I imagine a place where “the
global education community” are partners in fostering that creative,
innovative, free and sustainable knowledge environment. Authentic
motivations to build a better “smart life ecosystem”. In any case, with or
without technology, that’s ultimately the goal of any classroom experience,
isn’t it? And if technology can serve as the catalyst for getting to that place, we
need to embrace it now.
In this new “Smart Education Ecosystems”, students can learn by doing,
practicing, experimenting and training until they reach the objective with the
correspond prize. They can spend as many hours as they need without any
conflict about devices, instruments or risk. Practicing in virtual scenarios with
materials and situations, impossible to replicate or archive in every school
around the world.
Specifically, at this point we are exploring different ways that VR will improve
education. VR & AR not only changes the environment around children, it also
allows students to construct their own exciting learning worlds as small as the
atom or as big as the cosmos.
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SmartEducationLabs
New EduTech Ecosystem
The new Classroom environment,, integrating existing technologies under a new paradigm,
facilitating the use of it and empowering the community engagement. Emerging ICT
applications based on Virtual Reality environments, including such novel means as
Augmented Reality technology, can become important game changers for the community.
SmartEducationLabs experience is enlightenment for humankind, guidance and promoting
values and experiences for education in the fields of: Creative Arts, Language Arts, Science
and Technology. A perfect combination of imagination, inspiration, creativity and passion,
where the experiences lived, transports students beyond reality.
My Smart Classroom solution integrates immersive VR&AR technologies and teaching and
learning process and methodologies. Considering advanced digital resources as a
fundamental part of the ecosystem, integrating devices, applications, platforms, and
methods, to create realistic learning environment for students. It combines virtual
Labs, virtual Spaces to extract abstract concepts, 360º immersive scenarios or interactive
simulations. A new ecosystem where students and teachers are able to create highly open,
interactive, immersive 3D learning environment.
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SmartEducationLabs
Learning Center Ecosystem
SmartEducationLabs, pretends to be a reference worldwide in the field of Smart Digital
Education, providing with its state-of-the art components: Telecommunication
Infrastructures, Digital devices, Smartphones, Advanced equipment's and digital
contents, innovative experiences, methodologies and exhibition room for students
activities and games.
The overall integration solution of VR classroom
consists of hardware terminals, educational software, and
educational resources. Based on educational resources, teachers
can control students’ VR devices to learn educational resources
via PC terminal and VR educational software.
The Classroom environment must be adapted to this new ecosystem definition. Students
will face real problems to resolve in open spaces and we will design a new open space,
where they will find resources, tools, devices and all the support they will request by the
teacher/supervisor.
Design proposal for the “Learning Center Ecosystem”
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SmartEducationLabs
Components
Enable SmartEducationLabs in your classroom with a reliable technology to power the new
educational ecosystem. ONE will provide with the infrastructure, network and support
including robust and dense wireless coverage and classroom infrastructures and devices.
Our infrastructures and hardware components are based on best in class devices, with a
high quality and healthy standards for the best VR experience:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5G Wi-Fi network
Flat Screens/Smart Monitors for Live Activities
Laptops for Digital Content and Virtual Realty Experiences
Oculus Rift VR Systems
Samsung Tablets for Augmented reality and eBooks activities
Samsung Gear VR Headset
Samsung S7/S8 32/64 Gb smartphones
Samsung 360º camera
Multi-chargers and supporting staff
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SmartEducationLabs
Hardware Components Description
The main infrastructures and hardware components of “Learning Ecosystem Center” will
be:
Enable SmartEducationLabs and your classrooms with a reliable technology to power the
educational environment. We will provide with the infrastructure, network and support
including robust and dense wireless coverage and classroom infrastructures and devices.
• 1* 4G/5G Wi-Fi network
• 2* Flat Screens/Smart TV Monitors for Live Activities

www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
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SmartEducationLabs
Hardware Components Description
• 1 * Laptops for Digital Content and Virtual Realty Experiences
• 1 * Oculus Rift VR Systems
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SmartEducationLabs
Hardware Components Description

• 5/10/20 * Samsung Tablets for Augmented reality and eBooks activities
• Other staff…1/2 * Safe Transport Case
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SmartEducationLabs
Hardware Components Description

• 5/10/20 * Samsung Gear VR Headset
• 5/10/20 * Samsung S6/S7/S8 32 Gb smartphones
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SmartEducationLabs
Hardware Components Description

• 1* Samsung 360º camera
• 2* Multi-chargers and supporting staff
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Smart Education Labs
Innovative SMART Education Ecosystem
When you were a kid, you learned of far off lands by looking at a map, reading a book and
maybe watching a video. The concept of “somewhere” else was essentially an abstraction
facilitated through a teacher. Advanced reality could change the way students learn of the
world.
As we saw with eBooks, tablets, 3d printers, robots and video-games, emerging technologies
can have a profound impact on student success and virtual and augmented reality has the
potential do much more. The technology that we used nowadays is amazing, but very
expensive to scale and constrain by different considerations. One of the most important issues
is to understand the usability and each component and how to integrate technology as a
whole process. Not as isolated devices or isolated users without providing value to the
student.
Although virtual reality was seen as a boom to education along recent year, the next challenge
is to implement VR into schools and education systems to provide an immersive experience to
students to reimagine the process of learning.
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SmartEducationLabs
Virtual Learning Platform
Advanced Reality is the new technology, where VR/AR/MA converged. It is an environment
that we can immerse ourselves in, exploring and interacting with the world, it creates.
Most people think of computer gaming when you talk about virtual reality (VR), but things
are changing. VR doesn’t just provide a 3d training environment, it gives the user a real life
experience which includes sound, vision, touch and motion.
With our SmartEducationLabs, teachers and students experiment with new immersive
technologies, virtual reality, augmented reality and immersive reality…for a practical and
better understanding of knowledge. The great thing is that it is curated by experts and
teachers. It only contains what we believe are resources with a direct relevance to the
education community. We have extensively drawn on our archive of SmartEducationLabs
tools together with a bunch of external resources to compile this “Immersive Reality” apps
and experiences selection.
The Smart Educational Ecosystem is built in three main components and added value
services:
• Consultancy, training, workshops & masterclasses and added value services
• SmartEducationLabs
• MySmartClassroom
• MyStemLabs
• MySmartDestinations
• Projects VR/AR and Experiences 360º

www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
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SmartEducationLabs
MySmartClassroom
MySmartClassroom is the Virtual Reality app for education living 360º immersive real
experiences.
MySmartClassroom experience is enlightenment for mankind, guidance and promoting
values and experiences for education in the field of:
•
•
•
•

Creative Arts
Language Arts
Science
Technology

These knowledge areas have been defined according the K.12 curriculum and Smart
educational environments, to engage teachers and students into a new disruptive
ecosystem.
Vision and sound are the most powerful senses given you the teletransported ability to
virtual reality. Every environment has been gently (carefully/detailed) designed to give the
user a perception of reality with a unique magical journey.
A perfect combination of imagination, creativity and passion, where the experience lived,
transports students beyond reality, increasing the engagement in the classroom.
• Creative Arts is a place where students will find the peaceful value of music, dance and
creative painting.
• Language Arts will immerse the students into an ocean of English words and
experiences combined with nature preservation
• Science will bring students around the most amazing places on earth and flying around
the space
• Technology will submerge students into the new technologies world, robotics, drones,
3d printers, and many more in a school bus journey
Bringing students in a virtual environment, where they will find actions and experiences to
discover.
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SmartEducationLabs
MyStemLabs
According recent research reports, STEM teachers pose problems and combine problem
solving with project-based learning across disciplines. Problem solving is really the heart of
STEM investigations. Providing students with real-world problems to solve fuels their
curiosity and investigative interests. MyStemLabs helps teachers and students to discover
opportunities to learn science, mathematics, and engineering by addressing problems that
have real-world applications.
We have been working for many years with new technologies trying to find a way to
provide high value according the solutions we delivered. And now, thanks to
SmartEducationLabs, teachers and students will find a toolbox and technologies where
they will discover their own learning path way experimenting with real-world actions. This
is VR-Action-Based-Learning.
MyStemLabs was design accomplishes into seven standards of practice (or skill sets) for
educating science, technology, engineering, and mathematics students:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Helps students apply Stem issues through authentic, hands-on learning
Integrate content using technology
Involves students in using an engineering design process
Engages students in working in collaborative teams
Appeals equally to girls and boys
Reinforces relevant standards
Addresses a real-world problem, applying technology appropriately

One of the keys of our approach is to integrate the contents into a coherent context. For
instance, hands-on environmental education projects enrich STEM learning and offer an
exciting opportunity to engage more students in STEM. The possibilities are endless – from
calculating school water usage to observing, documenting, & protecting wildlife
populations in the schoolyard.”
Initial Topics included areas:
•
•
•
•

States of Matter
Gravity and Orbits
Battery Resistor
Forces and Motions
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SmartEducationLabs
MySmartDestinations
MySmartDestinations is the Virtual Reality app for education and cultural heritage
preservation experiences.
Enter MySmartDestinations and navigate in a virtual environment, that transforms the
experience of visiting your favorite cities and places into a new dimension. From the
historical recreation to the present time, living a unique3D immersive and amazing
experience.
Vision and sound are the most powerful senses given you the teletransported ability to
virtual reality. Every environment has been gently (carefully/detailed) designed to give the
user a perception of reality with a unique magical journey.
A perfect combination of art, music and culture, where the experience lived, transports
you beyond reality in an awesome and different sensation.
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SmartEducationLabs
Training teachers workshops and Masterclass
Teachers play a main role in this transformation process: The success of and innovative
project like this, demands the engagement of a team of reputable, seasoned and qualified
professionals and methodologies guaranteeing the fulfillment of all targets of the project.
The Teachers training program, is a key success factor of the project, including workshops,
seminars and community support.
• Assist teachers / content authors in the planning, development and implementation of
the training program.
• To improve the level of knowledge of teachers / authors and supervisors on the cases of
the use of technology and related experiences.
• Expand the repertoire of methods, tools and actions for the implementation of the
training program.
• Increase the competence, trust and commitment of teachers, and supervisors.
• Identify and adapt the technology to the environment, the social reality, the needs of
the students and the training of future professionals.
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SmartEducationLabs
Teachers Training Program

Teachers learn new working
methodologies adapted to the
new scenario. Developing
activities in which students
face real-life problems by
identifying ways and means of
solving them.

We teach teachers to create
group work dynamics,
designing and analyzing the
problem and solution
according to the capabilities
of each group. Create your
own content and adapt it to
the context, script stories, and
visualize them

Complex concepts and
difficult to conception, can be
understood in a simpler and
contextualized way. Seeking
the interaction of the
problem with its application
in the real world. This new
ecosystem enhances
imagination and creativity.

SmartEducationLabs
Smart Actions Activities
We will elaborate a specific Activities Program for Schools. This will be based on Actions
Learning Methodology and Games, according the different apps, and digital contents.
We will teach students, together with Schools to create and produce their own real-life
360º experiences videos.


Unit 1.- The Space:
 Activities: The Solar system (VR & AR)



Unit 2.- Science:
 Activities: Human cell (VR & AR)



Unit 3.- Chemistry:
 Activities: Interactive eBook (AR)



Unit 4.- The Human Body:
 Activities: Interactive Human Body (VR & AR)



Unit 5.- The Animals:
 Activities: Discovering animals in 3D (AR)



Unit 6.- Archeology:
 Activities: Visiting amazing places around the world (VR)



Unit 7.- Water and Sea Life
 Activities: A trip around the ocean discovering sea life (VR)



Unit 8.- Habitats and Ecosystems
 Activities: Visiting different world cultures and ecosystems (VR)



Unit 9.- Cultural Heritage
 Activities: Discovering ancient places and cultures (VR)



Unit 10.- Social
 Activities: Sharing your experiences: 360º pictures, blogs, contents

www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
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SmartEducationLabs
Benefits and Values for the Edu-Community
With virtual reality (VR) playing an increasing role in reshaping industries such as tourism,
industry simulation, video-games, real estate and medicine, educators have begun to
explore using VR in academic settings. Schools and Teachers can start this new immersive
experience with SmartEducationLabs in the classroom.
As it is more actively adopted, VR will increasing be found in educational spaces. According
most relevant Industry and Researches studies, VR will play a differential factor in the new
educational scenario. In fact, about one-third of the tech-orientated attendees surveyed at
the Consumer Electronics Show 2016 think that education is the area that is most likely to
benefit from VR with virtual classrooms and VR-enabled textbooks.
As VR expands its reach into the educational sector, we must explore the tangible impacts
that this technology will have on both students and educators in our classrooms. Here we
demonstrate some of the definitive benefits of using VR in the classroom backed by
research.
• Adding value to the Smartphone at the Classroom: A recent study published in the
Journal of Media Education reported that students spent a fifth of their time in class
performing activities on their devices that have nothing to do with their school work. In
fact, the study found that students check their digital devices an average of 11.43 times
during class. Putting those smartphones with VR/AR technology and using added value
apps, could potentially eliminate this problem. Instead of spending idle time on their
phones, students would instead be required to use them to engage with VR software for
the lesson of the day.
• Bridging the Attention Gap: Edger Dale’s Cone of Experience has shown that the average
person only remembers 20% of what they hear and 30% of what they see, but up to
90% of what they personally experience. As a result, VR/AR educational materials
provide the scenario needed to build the attention gap, helping students to become
more attentive during lessons. A meta-analysis done in 2014 found that students
actually do learn better when immersed in virtual worlds.
• Eliminating Language Barriers: In today’s multicultural societies, bringing students
together from all different backgrounds is still a challenge due to language differences.
For students that wish to study in another country, traditional methods of teaching have
always required that they achieve sufficient fluency in order to effectively learn in a
classroom where lessons are taught in another language. With VR/AR, language
translation can be implemented within the software, eliminating language as a
significant barrier to a student’s educational goals.
www.onedigitalconsulting.eu
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SmartEducationLabs
Benefits and Values for the Edu-Community
• Rewarding Students for their Achievements: Much of the traditional approach to
education has made success neutral while punishing students for failures. With VR/AR
apps, content producers can bring the gamification aspects of technology that have
enhanced other consumer products to educational materials. Research has already
shown that immediate rewards can boost student performance. In fact, delaying
rewards actually eliminates all motivating power of the incentive. Implementing rewards
systems into VR/AR educational software could potentially deliver significant results
with regard to student achievements in previously low-performing academic
environments.
• Social Integration of Students: Helping students to connect with their peers is essential
for creating a positive learning environment for students. VR/AR technology can foster
social integration of learners within a classroom environment by bringing together
students who have different learning styles and needs. This finding is according to Dr.
Conor Galvin at the University College Dublin School of Education and Lifelong Learning
who evaluated the Schools Pilot Programme, which involved 20 primary schools.
According to Dr. Galvin, students who struggled to become part of the class group were
able to become accepted by their peers because of their technology skills and students
lacking in confidence were able to come out of their shells. “Additional evidence which
wasn’t published to the site, pointed to especially positive outcomes for individual
children from ethnic minorities, or with learning difficulties, or experiencing problems at
home,” said V’s Corbett. “In fact, we heard some particularly heartwarming stories in
that regard.” The programme was also used successfully with gifted children and
produced impressive results according to the teachers in the pilot schools. It also
created unique opportunities for students to peer teach, helping them to deepen their
own understanding and improve their self-confidence.
• Integrating VR Into the Classroom: VR/AR is here to stay—but as with any new
educational tool, we’ll need to develop best practices for its use in the classroom. Now
is a great time to become part of the experiment by bring VR/AR to your own school.
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Smart Education Labs

Educating the individual is
this country’s most valuable
investment. It represents
the foundation for progress
and development.

https://www.onedigitalconsulting.com/
https://www.smarteducationlabs.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCJo9Nh3yDtf2Tk-N2EjxZ-Q
https://www.facebook.com/ONEDigitalConsulting/
https://plus.google.com/u/0/communities/107234460928551384268
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Contact

Europe HQ:
C/ Eucalipto 1
28016 - Madrid (Spain)
email: madrid@onedigitalconsulting.eu
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